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Abstract

Global agricultural production almost tripled within the last five decades. The production increase was based on expanding cropland and pastures, as well as the intensification of agriculture, including increased use of high yielding crop varieties, machinery, irrigation, artificial fertilisers, and pesticides. Both, agricultural intensification and the expansion of agricultural land-use lead to environmental degradation, pose threats to human health, and contribute to climate change. Transitioning towards sustainable agricultural land use, therefore, is one of the major challenges facing humanity in the 21st century. This challenge is aggravated by the need to feed the growing and increasingly affluent population, the effects of climate change on agriculture and the increasing demand for land to mitigate climate change, through for example bioenergy production. This thesis assesses how uncertainties in the development of socio-economic drivers and processes, such as population growth, dietary shifts, technological change, and bioenergy production, affect the outcome of future land-use and land cover change (LULCC). Future development of socio-economic drivers and climate forcing are described by the latest scenarios developed for environmental and climate-change research, i.e. the Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) and the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). The impacts of the changing drivers on the land system are assessed with the global Parsimonious Land Use Model (PLUM). PLUM was shown to reproduce observed global agricultural land use change at the global to country scale for 1991-2010. Future global cropland changes were found to be very sensitive to the assumed yield growth rate. In a subsequent study, estimates of future yield were therefore derived with a global dynamic vegetation model, and included impacts of climate change. Without assumed land-based mitigation strategies, simulated future cropland ranged from 970 to 2280 Mha by 2100, compared to current cropland area of 1500 Mha. This range is consistent with those found in the recently published literature. Accounting for the uncertainties related to the interpretation of socio-economic processes and drivers described in the scenarios expanded the simulated range for global cropland to 890-2380 Mha (± one standard deviation) by 2100 and led to strongly overlapping cropland ranges for three out of five scenarios. Uncertainties related to scenario interpretation are thus of similar importance as uncertainties across different models for estimating the possible outcome of future LULCC. When land-based climate change mitigation strategies are considered, additional cropland requirements of 603-1115 Mha by 2100 were simulated for the production of bioenergy. However, considerable uncertainties related to the strength of mitigation efforts and crop yields accompany this estimate. Continuous expansion of cropland into grasslands and forest, as in scenarios with strong population growth and low technological change or scenarios with large bioenergy
production, was simulated to transform the terrestrial biosphere from a carbon sink into a carbon source. Moreover, remaining within the estimated planetary boundary for global cropland (15% of ice-free land) is not possible when aiming to ensure food security while simultaneously producing bioenergy that significantly contributes to strong climate-change mitigation efforts by 2050. In a local to regional case study future food security was shown to be at risk under the assumed future socio-economic developments, demonstrated here for countries in the Sahel region of Africa. Implementing sustainable agricultural management practices as well as global trade will be important to ensure food security in the future. Overall, uncertainties in population development, technological change, resource intensity and land degradation were shown to contribute to a wide range of future agricultural LULCC.
Zusammenfassung

Sammanfattning

1. Introduction

1.1 Land & society

Terrestrial ecosystems provide multiple services to society, such as, food, fibre, fuel, fresh water resources, pollination, the storage of carbon soils and biomass and recreation (Metzger et al., 2006). Prior to the beginning of agriculture, hunters and gatherers lived off the plants and animals in their surrounding lands. Agrotechnological developments strongly interact with societal development and society’s impact on the environment. The invention of artificial nitrogen fixation (Haber Bosch process) in the 20th century, together with the use of herbicides, irrigation, high yielding crop varieties and agricultural machinery, enabled drastic yield and production increases. The resulting intensification of agricultural production contributed to meeting the increasing food demand of the growing population globally, but also led to amplified environmental degradation (Foley et al., 2011).

Population growth is the strongest driver of increasing food demands, but the shift towards diets rich in animal products has become increasingly important as a driver for land-use and land-cover change (LULCC) over the last two decades (Alexander et al., 2015). Increasing per capita consumption of animal products is strongly correlated with per capita income. For example, rapid economic growth in China has been correlated with the doubling of per capita meat consumption over a period of less than two decades (Smil, 2002). Economic growth spurs urbanisation, leading to a decrease in cooking time and the adoption of globalised lifestyles, all enhancing the global shift towards (currently) more meat-rich diets (Satterthwaite et al., 2010; Smil, 2002).

From the advent of agriculture (ca. 8000 years before present) until industrialisation (1850 AD) global agricultural area (cropland and pasture) expanded from 0.015-1.3% to 9.0-20.7% of global land area (Kaplan et al., 2010; Klein Goldewijk et al., 2011). Up to about 1950, agricultural land area increased to almost 26% of total land area. Though agricultural land increased globally by

---

1 The large difference in estimates for historical agricultural land use is due to different assumptions of per capita land use.
about another 10% until 2009, regional abandonment of cropland has also been observed (FAOSTAT, 2013). At the same time the intensity of land use and food production increased. For example, cropland alone increased by 30% between 1961 and 2009 (Kastner et al., 2012). This is reflected in the transformation of the agricultural system from one dominated by extensive grazing towards an intensified agricultural system with an increasing share of crops produced for livestock feed.

1.2 Consequences of agriculture and land-use change

The expansion and intensification of agriculture has far-reaching consequences for the biosphere, the atmosphere and the hydrosphere. In the biosphere, large scale deforestation has led to the loss of natural ecosystems and has contributed greatly to accelerated biodiversity loss during the last century. Current extinction rates are 100 to 1000 times larger compared with natural extinction rates (Rockström et al., 2009). Cropland expansion into naturally vegetated areas has also reduced the carbon stored in forests or savannahs and hampers the capacity to store carbon in terrestrial ecosystems in the future. However, it is not only the carbon stored in biomass that is heavily affected by LULCC; carbon stored in soils (soil organic carbon, SOC) is lost due to unsustainable farming practices and cropland degradation. SOC is important for agricultural productivity (Ontl and Schulte, 2012). Conventional agriculture leads to soil erosion rates much larger (up to 100 times) than natural formation of soils or soil erosion under natural vegetation (Montgomery, 2007). The type of future LULCC and intensity of land management will contribute to determining the strength of the carbon sink or source of the terrestrial biosphere.

Today, combined carbon emissions from agriculture, forestry and other land uses (AFOLU) contribute about 10% to total global CO₂ emissions (Canadell and Schulze, 2014). Taking into account other greenhouse gases (GHG), such as methane (CH₄) and nitrous oxides (N₂O), AFLOU contribute about 20% to the total anthropogenic GHG emissions in 2010 (Tubiello et al., 2015). The most prominent sources of methane emissions are the livestock (ruminants) sector and rice production, while nitrous oxide is mostly emitted in response to fertilisation.

Other environmental pollutants commonly emitted through agricultural activities include excess nitrogen, antibiotics and pesticides in waterways. The heavy use of antibiotics in livestock farming and the occurrence of antibiotics in the natural environment lead to the selection of antibiotic resistant bacteria, some of which are dangerous for humans (and livestock). Yearly, approximately 700 000 people die due to infections with antimicrobial resistant bacteria (O’Neill, 2016). Human
health, especially the health of farmers, is also at risk by the use of pesticides. Pesticide poisoning causes the premature death of an estimated 250,000 people each year (WHO, 2004). Excess nitrogen in rivers, lakes and oceans severely impact aquatic biomes, exemplified by the prevalence of dead-zones (hypoxia) in the Baltic Sea (Carstensen et al., 2014). Agriculture and LULCC also impact the hydrosphere via the wide-spread use of irrigation. This has led, and continues to lead to the salinization of soils, depletion of aquifers and changes of hydrological regimes, leading to long-term unsustainability of irrigation and agriculture (Foley et al., 2005; Wichelns and Oster, 2006).

In conclusion, the consequences of agriculture and LULCC on the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere are multiple, severe and inter-twined. Transitioning towards sustainable agriculture, therefore, is one of the key environmental challenges of the 21st century.

1.3 The challenges for future land-use

The challenge of transitioning to sustainable agriculture is amplified by the increasing pressures on terrestrial ecosystems. Current demographic trends suggest that the global population will continue to grow to 9.7 ± 0.5 billion people until 2050 (UN, 2015). Without major disruptions in the world economy, continued economic growth is foreseen. Developing and emerging nations are currently on their way to adopt Western diets, which are typically high in animal products, sugars and vegetable fats and require more agricultural land compared to cereal and vegetable-based diets (Keyzer et al., 2005; Smil, 2002; Tilman and Clark, 2014). However, despite increasing average consumption, inequalities in food supply across and within countries remain (Alexandratos and Bruinsma, 2012). Both malnourishment and diseases related to obesity will be major challenges in the future (FAO/IFAD/WFP, 2015). Additionally, between 2000 and 2030, urbanisation and population growth are projected to lead to the loss of 1.6-3.3 Mha yr⁻¹ (approximately the size of Swaziland or Belgium) of prime agricultural land (Lambin and Meyfroidt, 2011).

Mitigating climate change to the 2°C target² requires drastically reduced GHG emissions and contributions from all sectors, including agriculture and LULCC (Wollenberg et al., 2016). As described in the previous section, AFOLU is currently responsible for more than 20% of total GHG emissions, or around 10-12 GtCO₂eq yr⁻¹ (Tubiello et al., 2015). In order to meet the 2°C target, emissions from AFOLU could be reduced by 5-9 GtCO₂eq yr⁻¹ by 2030 (27% of the

² 2°C target: Keep global average temperature rise below 2°C compared with pre-industrial levels.
mitigation needed across all sectors), if a range of strategies are combined (Wollenberg et al., 2016). These strategies could include afforestation projects and reduced LULCC, the replacement of fossil fuels with bioenergy, carbon capture and storage (CCS), reducing food waste, transitioning towards sustainable diets, improving livestock and cropland (including paddy rice) management and the use of perennial crops and improved management of SOC (Glover et al., 2010; Smith, 2013; Wollenberg et al., 2016).

However, enhanced bioenergy production, partly driven by climate change mitigation efforts, but also driven by energy security concerns, increases the demand for land further. Between 2000 and 2010, modern biofuel production at the global level increased more than six fold (IEA, 2011), mainly in the form of first generation biofuels. First generation biofuels are produced with conventional technologies from feedstock high in sugar, starch or oil. Second generation biofuels, based on lingo-cellulosic feedstock, are in the initial stages of commercial use, but are not expected to play a major role before 2030. Traditional bioenergy, i.e., the burning of biomass (wood and dung) at the household level for heating and cooking, is still the prevailing energy source in many developing countries and contributes with the largest share of today’s total bioenergy use (van Ruijven et al., 2008).

Currently, the land use related to bioenergy production is only around 1% of global agricultural land area. However, up to half of the observed cropland expansion during the last decade can be attributed to the increase in modern bioenergy production (Alexander et al., 2015; Prieler et al., 2013). This trend is likely to continue with the ambitious energy policies of several nations, including the U.S. and Europe. For example, the EU targets 10% renewable energy in transport by 2020 (IEA, 2011), of which the main share is still expected to come from biofuels (EC, 2015). The consequences for LULCC, however, are very uncertain (projected from 230 to 3590 Mha in 2050), and depend on the variety and efficiency of processes in the bioenergy production, the yield of biomass sources, as well as climate change effects on yields (Berndes, 2003; Haberl et al., 2011; Heinimö and Junginger, 2009). Simultaneously, the provision of other ecosystem services, e.g. pollination, water purification and recreational areas need to be secured.

However, the implementation of the aforementioned strategies to mitigate climate change is dependent on other uncertain factors and drivers, such as the price of oil, the implementation of policies, consumer behaviour and climate change itself. In some regions yields might increase due to increasing temperature and the CO₂ fertilization effect (Haberl et al., 2011) whereas changes in precipitation patterns and more frequent extreme weather events (e.g., droughts and floods) are projected to decrease yields in other regions (Lobell and Field, 2007; Rosenzweig
et al., 2001). Global effects of climate change on agricultural productivity are thus uncertain.

Irrespective of the mean global impacts, climate change adaptation is important to ensure livelihood strategies especially for small-scale farmers. The role of management in agriculture is crucial to adapt to the adverse climate change effects (Lobell et al., 2008). Simpler techniques, such as adapting sowing dates and crop varieties have to be supplemented with more technologically advanced methods. These include, for example, the breeding of new crops and precision agriculture, as well as improved irrigation schemes (Lobell et al., 2008). Technological change can contribute to closing yield gaps and reduce post-harvest losses, but needs to be facilitated through investments and education (FAO, 2009; Hertel, 2015).

1.4 Research objectives

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of the impacts of uncertainties in socio-economic drivers, such as dietary changes, bioenergy production and technological change, on future agricultural LULCC (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Overview of drivers (coloured arrows) on the land system (green circle). The green solid line represents the development of agricultural land use during the last decades. The green dashed lines indicate the possible development of agricultural land use in the future. The grey shaded areas indicate the timeframe and areas covered by the appended papers (Paper I – Paper V) in the thesis.
Specifically, the thesis aims to:

Develop, test, and apply a global parsimonious agricultural land-use model (Paper I-V).

Assess uncertainties and sensitivities of global cropland development in the past decades (Paper I).

Quantify cropland ranges for the new scenarios (Socio-economic Shared Pathways, SSPs and Representative Concentration Pathways, RCPs), by employing a conditional probabilistic framework (Paper II).

Estimate the direct and indirect effects of energy mitigation strategies on LULCC and the carbon balance of the terrestrial biosphere (Paper III).

Analyse potential pathways and trade-offs to reach food security in 2050 while at the same time producing bioenergy in order to meet the 2°C target (Paper IV).

Explore the consequences of changes in food demand and yield development under multiple socio-economic and climate scenarios in a regional context (Paper V).
2. Methods

Addressing the aforementioned challenges requires understanding of the coupled human-environment land system and its drivers. Qualitative and quantitative methods of land system science include monitoring of LULCC, land system modelling and analysis of future LULCC visions, as well as vulnerability, resilience and sustainability assessments (Rounsevell et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2007). Within this thesis the global Parsimonious Land Use Model (PLUM) was evaluated against historic data (Paper I) and applied to explore future agricultural LULCC (Paper II-V). Three different, complementary models were used to provide input to PLUM (Paper II-V) and to explore the consequences of PLUM output, i.e. simulated food demand and LULCC. Paper III explores the impact of LULCC on the carbon balance of the terrestrial biosphere and Paper V assesses the consequences of changing food demands on the balance of vegetation supply and demand in the Sahel region. An overview of the development of PLUM (Section 2.1.1) and application of the complementary models (Section 2.1.2) is presented below.

To run models into the future involves assumptions about the development of key drivers, such as population growth, economic growth, life-style and technology. A consistent and plausible set of assumptions is qualitatively described by scenario storylines that are then interpreted and quantified with model simulations, called scenario quantifications (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). A range of contrasting and complementing scenarios provides insights to plausible future developments of the land system. Scenarios are not to be understood as predictions of the future (Reilly and Willenbockel, 2010). Scenarios are helpful tools to assess impacts of uncertainties in socio-economic drivers on LULCC and to support decision-making. To quantify the impact of uncertainties in scenario assumptions for model outcome, conditional probabilistic scenarios were developed in Paper II (Section 2.2.1). Exploratory scenarios were used to study the impact of LULCC on the terrestrial carbon balance and regional vegetation demand-supply balance (Paper III and Paper V, Section 2.2.2). To explore how a set of desirable targets can be achieved in the future, a normative scenario approach was used in Paper IV (Section 2.2.3).
2.1 Developing, evaluating and applying models

2.1.1 The Parsimonious Land-Use Model

*Conceptualization, development and evaluation (Paper I)*

All models are simplified representations of real-world observations and used to test and build our understanding of a system. Depending on the research question at hand, as well as the spatial and temporal scales covered with the modelling exercise, models need to consider different levels of complexity. The purpose of Paper I was to create a model where the underlying processes and drivers were reported and implemented in a transparent manner so that development of LULCC can be associated to changes in drivers (opposed to black-box models). At the same time the model should be able to reproduce observed agricultural LULCC at the global to country scale. To develop such a model a parsimonious approach (also known as Occam’s razor), which favours the simplest explanation for the behaviour of a system, was used as a leading principle.

In the parsimonious conceptual model (Figure 2), agricultural land use change is driven by shifts in food demands and yield increase, which in turn is assumed to be driven by advances in technology (e.g., use of fertilisers, mechanisation and irrigation). Cereals are assumed to be a proxy for food and feed demand and changes in cereal land are used as proxy for changes in cropland. Simple demand and supply balances represent the trade flows between countries (Paper I).

The implementation of the conceptual model was based on a set of rules describing the functional relationships represented in Figure 2 to create the Parsimonious Land Use Model (PLUM). The model was implemented in the visual modelling environment Simile (Muetzelfeldt and Massheder, 2003). The model was initialised with data from the Food and Agriculture Organization Statistics (FAOSTAT, 2013) for the year 1990. The parameterisation of the model was based on a statistical analysis of FAOSTAT data from 1961-1990. The model was run for the time period 1991-2010, with continuous data input for population and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from the World Bank database (WB, 2012).
Figure 2: The consumption of food (purple) is driven by economic development (GDP per capita), population and culturally-driven lifestyle choices. The demand for production drives the conversion of forest or grassland to cropland (green). GDP drives technology (blue), which in turn increases yields. Relationships indicated with dashed lines (e.g. bioenergy and climate change) are part of the conceptual model, but are not implemented in the model version presented in Paper I. Factors printed in bold are implemented as global variables in PLUM; all other variables are implemented as country specific variables.

To evaluate PLUM, simulations of agricultural LULCC were compared with data from FAOSTAT for 1991-2010. Parameter values for global models come with uncertainty as they cannot accommodate cross-country variability of input parameters. Thus, to assess the sensitivity of the model output to the uncertainty in the input parameters, a variance-based global sensitivity analysis (GSA) was performed (Lilburne and Tarantola, 2009; Saltelli et al., 2008; Paper I).

Bio-geophysical limitations to yield growth and cropland expansion (Paper II)
The outcome of agricultural LULCC is very sensitive to assumed yield growth rates (Paper I), which were not restricted by bio-geophysical boundaries in the original implementation of PLUM (Paper I). The subsequent versions therefore used yield projections simulated with the global dynamic vegetation model LPJ-GUESS (Lindeskog et al., 2013; Smith, 2001; Section 2.1.2) as input. LPJ-GUESS yield simulations were rescaled and aggregated to be used in PLUM, as described in Paper II. In PLUM, the change of yield towards potential yield was modelled with a function decreasing the yield gap. The yield gap was assumed to change over time depending on three scenario parameters describing technological change (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Decreasing yield gap for Ukraine. The scenario parameters related to technological change determine how rapidly the yield gap decreases over time (the arrow only being symbolic, indicating the drivers of changing yield gap).

Under the climate conditions forced with the RCP achieving a radiative forcing of 6 W m$^{-2}$ by 2100 (RCP6.0; Masui et al., 2011) simulated carbon fertilisation has a strong effect on crop yields, e.g., for Ukraine potential yields are simulated to increase from below 6 t ha$^{-1}$ to above 8 t ha$^{-1}$ from 2000 to 2100 (dark grey dashed line, Figure 3). At the same time, the strong economic and technological change in SSP5 results in a tripling of yields during the period 2000-2100 (grey line, Figure 3) and thus a decrease in the yield gap for Ukraine.

In addition to the introduced biophysical boundary for yield growth, the area available for conversion to cropland was revised. Previously, it was assumed that all grassland and forest (natural vegetation, NV) could be converted to cropland. However, some areas covered by natural vegetation are not suitable for agriculture. Thus, in a first step, potential arable land as calculated by FAO (2000) was included in PLUM to restrict the maximum future cropland expansion. One additional scenario parameter was introduced to describe the level of conserved natural vegetation (ranging from 4-16% of total potential arable land in the different scenarios). In a subsequent model version (used in Paper III – Paper IV) the estimates of potential cropland from FAO (2000) were updated with estimates based on the Global Agro-ecological Zone database (FAO/IIASA, 2011).
Bioenergy from conventional energy crops (Paper III)

As outlined in the introduction, mitigation efforts and energy security concerns are likely to increase the demand for land for bioenergy production. Paper III aims at assessing the additional demand for cropland due to bioenergy production and its impact on the terrestrial carbon balance. Different assumptions regarding available resources for bioenergy production (industrial waste, forestry residues, agricultural by-products or dedicated energy crops) or available technologies (first generation, second generation biofuels, modern bioenergy), as well as uncertainties regarding yields and conversion efficiencies contribute to a wide range of bioenergy production and related LULCC estimates in the literature. However, for PLUM, only the production of bioenergy from conventional energy crops\(^3\) was considered (Paper III).

The production of energy crops in PLUM was assumed to predominantly occur on abandoned cropland, but if abandoned cropland is not available, the production of energy crops was assumed to expand into natural vegetation. Bioenergy production was assumed to be mainly produced in countries with large current bioenergy production, as well as countries with sufficient remaining natural vegetation (in cases where bioenergy cannot be produced on abandoned cropland).

Nutritional status (Paper IV)

Different socio-economic scenarios project varying degrees of increase in per capita food supply. To assess whether the simulated food supply is adequate in terms of dietary energy requirements (Paper IV), calculations of per country average nutritional status, indicated by daily food supply (kcal cap\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)), were included in the model version used for Paper IV. It was assumed that the energy content of modelled food commodities (cereals, milk, meat) are constant and that a scaling factor can be used to adjust food supply included in PLUM (kilocalories from cereals, milk and meat consumption) to reported total food supply (kilocalories from all food items included in FAOSTAT). This scaling factor was applied during the entire simulation period. The scaling factor was only adjusted for countries with very large initial scaling factors, on the basis that if per capita meat consumption increases the scaling factor decreases (Paper IV).

\(^3\) Energy crops: “grown specifically for energy purposes, including sugar and starch feedstocks for ethanol (corn, sugarcane and sugar beet), vegetable-oil feedstocks for biodiesel (rapeseed, soybean and oil palm fruit) and lignocellulosic material (switchgrass, poplar and miscanthus)” (OECD/IEA, 2012).
2.1.2 Complementary models

*LPJ-GUESS (Paper II, Paper III, Paper IV)*

The global dynamic vegetation model LPJ-GUESS (Lindeskog et al., 2013; Smith, 2001) simulates the yields of 11 globally important crops, including wheat, maize and rice (Lindeskog et al., 2013). The model accounts for the effects of temperature, precipitation and atmospheric CO₂-concentrations on crop yields and the productivity of natural vegetation. Future yield simulations with LPJ-GUESS were performed with climate patterns derived from general circulation models (GCMs) and used as input to PLUM (see Section 2.1.2, Paper II-IV). LPJ-GUESS was also used to estimate the impact of LULCC and mitigation-induced reduced climate change on the carbon pool of the terrestrial biosphere (Paper III).

*Climate-economy model (Paper III)*

In Paper III the implications of mitigation strategies in the energy sector on LULCC are explored. One possible implication of mitigation strategies is the reduced impact of climate change on the global economy (indicated by Gross World Product, GWP) and hence increased consumption and investments in agricultural management with various impacts for LULCC. Further, bioenergy demand as well as climate-driven yield development are influenced by mitigation strategies and can have implications for future LULCC.

The damage on GWP, bioenergy demand and concentration pathways were quantified with the climate-economy model, which estimates the development of the global climate and economy in the future (Golosov et al., 2014). The consumption of three energy types (oil, coal and clean energy, including renewables and nuclear and excluded from carbon taxes) is determined by prices of, and taxes for, these different energy sources, respectively (see Paper III). Further, the climate-economy model estimates the damage on Gross World Product (GWP) per additional unit of carbon in the atmosphere, depending on the damage factor (Paper III). For the scenarios, mitigation strategies were implemented by assuming different levels of the optimal carbon tax (consistent with the challenge for mitigation, see Paper III). Carbon taxes are generally regarded as an effective economic incentive to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The optimal carbon tax is proportional to GWP with a proportionality factor depending on the expected damage, the carbon duration in the atmosphere and the future discount rate (Golosov et al., 2014).
Biome-based Meta-model Ensemble (BME) and supply and demand balance in the Sahel region (Paper V)

With its fast run-time, PLUM can be used to explore consequences of changes in socio-economic drivers on LULCC very rapidly. Similarly, the use of a metamodel allows the direct assessment of changing climate conditions on annual vegetation growth (estimated with Net Primary Production, NPP). Thus, in Paper V NPP time-series (as indicator for crop yields) were simulated with the global Biome-based Meta-model Ensemble (BME; Paper V; Sallaba et al., 2015) and used as yield input to PLUM. The BME was developed based on process-based NPP simulations forced with different climate patterns in the global ecosystem model LPJ-GUESS (Smith et al., 2014). The biome definition in the BME includes 13 biomes, differentiated by soil moisture and soil temperature regimes (Reich and Eswaran, 2002).

To explore the impact of socio-economic and climate scenarios on future regional NPP supply and demand balances, the five SSPs in combination with the RCPs were used. The NPP supply and demand balance was calculated converting food demand simulated with PLUM into NPP demand (Abdi et al., 2014, Paper V). NPP supply was simulated using cropland projections of PLUM downscaled to grid cell level (0.5 degree) together with the BME NPP estimates. This facilitated the analysis at the local (grid-cell), country, and regional (Sahel) level.

2.2 Scenario analysis

2.2.1 Conditional probabilistic futures (Paper II)

Paper II assesses the deep uncertainties, i.e. not knowing the development of drivers, described by scenarios, as well as the uncertainties arising from scenario interpretation, using the conditional probabilistic approach. The conditional probabilistic approach combines exploratory scenarios with the probabilistic approach and is useful in exploring parameter uncertainty within and across scenarios (Brown et al., 2014; van Vuuren et al., 2008). The probabilistic approach acknowledges known uncertainties in a system and assigns probability distributions to parameters describing the system (van Vuuren et al., 2008). Exploratory scenarios assess the development of drivers described in the scenario storyline (Reilly and Willenbockel, 2010), but uncertainties related to interpretation of the storyline are not considered. In the conditional probabilistic approach, the assumptions and probability distributions for parameters describing the system are conditional for the underlying exploratory scenario.
In Paper II, the most recent set of scenarios for environmental and climate research, the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) and Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) were used as underlying exploratory scenarios (Ebi et al., 2014; Moss et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., in press; van Vuuren et al., 2014). The RCPs describe concentration pathways that achieve a radiative forcing of 2.6-8.5 W m\(^{-2}\) in 2100, corresponding to a likely global average temperature increase of 0.3ºC and 4.8ºC by the end of the 21st century relative to the 1986-2005 global average temperatures (Collins et al., 2013). The Shared Socio-economic Assumptions (SPAs) complement the SSPs and RCPs (Ebi et al., 2014; Kriegler et al., 2014; O’Neill et al., in press; van Vuuren et al., 2014), but were not considered in Paper II.

The SSPs outline five plausible pathways that societal development could follow and are characterised by the development of elements, such as population, equity, economy, trade, lifestyle, policies, technology and energy intensity (O’Neill et al., in press; Figure 4). Due to their different key characteristics, the SSPs have varying challenges for mitigation and adaptation. For example the high energy demand in SSP5 “Taking the highway” and the slow technological change in SSP3 “A rocky road” contribute to a high challenge for mitigation (O’Neill et al., in press).

![Figure 4: The SSPs in their “challenge space” for mitigation and adaption (adapted from O’Neill et al. 2013) and their development in selected key elements: growth of population, growth of the economy, lifestyle, policy orientation and technological development (O’Neill et al., in press).]
The SSPs do not take into account potential impacts of climate change or new climate policies and can thus be considered reference scenarios with respect to climate change (O’Neill et al., 2013).

In Paper II, conditional probabilistic futures (F1-F5) were developed (1-5 corresponds to SSP1-SSP5) which address the uncertainties that a given SSP would result in a given RCP, in addition to the previously mentioned uncertainties. The RCPs represent very stringent mitigation scenarios (RCP2.6) to very high emission scenarios (RCP8.5) and while in theory all SSPs and RCPs could be combined (van Vuuren et al., 2014), it is very implausible and unlikely that e.g. SSP5 with its heavy reliance on fossil fuels can achieve RCP2.6. In the SSP-RCP scenario matrix (see Paper II) probabilities for each RCP occurring conditional to the SSPs were specified. For example, the assumed probability for SSP1 to result in RCP2.6 is very low, while it is medium for RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 and non-existent for RCP8.5. For each SSP, the RCP-specific yield simulations from LPJ-GUESS were weighted through sampling from the quantified distributions in the SSP-RCP scenario matrix (Paper II).

### 2.2.2 Exploratory scenarios (Paper III and V)

To illustrate the impact of mitigation strategies on cropland (Paper III), as well as the consequences of changing demands for local to regional NPP balance in the Sahel (Paper V), exploratory scenarios were used. These exploratory scenarios were based on the SSPs (using the mean scenario values as described in Paper II), but uncertainties related to scenario interpretation and quantification were not considered in Paper III and V (opposed to Paper II).

The assumed mitigation strategies in Paper III include the introduction of a global carbon tax on fossil fuels (at levels consistent with each SSP’s challenge for mitigation), as well as increased growth in efficiency for clean energies. The introduction of a global carbon tax reduces the use of fossil energies and increases the contribution of renewable energies to total energy demand. Thus, for Paper III the scenario-framework (previously exciting of five reference SSPs, SSPr1-5) was extended with five mitigation SSPs (SSPm1-5). The mitigation strategies for the mitigation SSPs were selected to be consistent with the challenge for mitigation and technological change of the underlying SSP. The projections of renewable energies from the climate-economy model were disaggregated for the different renewable energy sources based on their contribution in the energy scenarios of the OECD/IEA (2012). The bioenergy projections were then used as input to PLUM. Similarly, the emission pathways of the climate economy model were used to inform the scenario matrices (one for the reference scenarios and one for mitigation scenarios as the probabilities achieving a certain RCP change with
mitigation strategies). The damage of GWP was downscaled to country level and included in PLUM for Paper III. Paper V used the reference SSPs only.

2.2.3 Normative scenario approach (Paper IV)

In Paper IV, alternative futures that achieve food security in 2050, as well as staying within the planetary boundaries of global cropland and contribute to stringent mitigation efforts, were explored using the normative scenario approach. In the normative scenario approach, a set of desirable targets that the system should reach in the future is defined and realisations that fulfil these targets are developed. The normative scenario approach allows identifying robust strategies, i.e. common characteristics of realisations (or model parameterisations) which contribute greatly to achieving the normative targets.

For Paper IV, three normative targets were identified: a food-supply target (national average food supply by 2050 of minimum 2635 kcal cap^{-1} d^{-1}), a cropland planetary boundary target (global cropland expansion to maximum 15% of total ice-free land area by 2050) and a bioenergy-mitigation target (contribution of energy crops with 9 EJ bioenergy in 2050 to stringent mitigation strategies). To identify parameterisations that achieve all three targets 120,000 PLUM runs were performed. These runs used business as usual population and economic development data and sampled values for selected scenario parameters from wide distributions, where the central value represented the observed current trend (2000-2012). For runs with enhanced bioenergy production (9 EJ from energy crops in 2050) yields driven by climate patterns derived with the stringent mitigation pathway RCP2.6 were used. For runs with business as usual bioenergy production (3 EJ from energy crops in 2050) yields driven by climate patterns derived with RCP6.0 were used.

---

4 The expansion of global cropland to a maximum of 15% of total ice-free land area was defined as planetary boundary for land use by Rockström et al. (2009). The planetary boundaries describe biophysical thresholds for the planet’s subsystems or processes. Staying within the planetary boundaries gives humanity the possibility to live in a safe and stable environment (Rockström et al., 2009).
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Modelling and evaluating agricultural land-use change (Paper I)

The main objective of Paper I was to develop and implement a parsimonious model that reproduces past global agricultural LULCC and can be used to explore the impacts and uncertainties of changes in major drivers (e.g. population, economy and technological change) on agricultural LULCC. The parsimonious concept of PLUM coupled with the explicit treatment of uncertainties in model input parameters was shown to be sufficient to capture the observed trends in global time series of consumption, production, yield and agricultural land-use for the period 1991-2010 (Figure 5). The trends of globally increasing cereal, meat, and milk consumption are captured by the model, though the simulated ranges (Figure 5, ± one standard deviation, green shaded area) only cover the variability in observed trends (Figure 5, black lines).

Other globally observed time series (Figure 5) are well captured by the model, except for the large interannual variability in cereal land during parts of the evaluation period. At the country level, cereal land changes were simulated at varying levels of agreement with observed data from 1991-2010. For large cereal producers such as India, China and the US, simulated changes in cereal land were similar to the observed changes in cereal land during 1991-2010. However, PLUM only projected a slight decrease in cereal land during 1991-2010 for Russia, while in reality the large structural changes in the agricultural system succeeding the end of the Soviet Union era led to wide-spread abandonment of cereal land in Russia.

The global sensitivity analysis showed the importance of technological change for increases in yield development, especially in developing countries. Currently achieved yields in developing countries are often very low and have large potential to decrease the yield gap, i.e. the difference between potential and actual yield (Licker et al., 2010). The role of increases in yields for developing countries in meeting (future) food demand has been demonstrated by others (Balmford et al., 2005; Fischer et al., 2009; Foley et al., 2011).
The considerable uncertainty of yield development points also at the potential to improve the implementation of yield representation in PLUM. Part of the uncertainty in the yield development, especially at the high end of projections, arises as PLUM at this stage does not include biophysical limitations to yield increase.

When PLUM is applied for future simulations, the assessment of the assumptions underlying PLUM is important, i.e. cereals as a proxy for food demand and cereal land as proxy for cropland changes or the simplified trade mechanism. This assessment can be facilitated by the transparent reporting of underlying assumptions and model documentation in Paper I. Another advantage of the relative simplicity of PLUM is its rapid run-time, allowing otherwise expensive sensitivity experiments and the exploration of uncertainties in input parameters. Overall, the generalised representations of socio-economic processes were shown to be sufficient to replicate global agricultural LULCC and provide a new modeling approach that is suitable for different types of scenario assessments.
3.2 Assessing uncertainties of future global cropland change (Paper II)

Paper II aims at providing scenario quantifications of cropland for 2000-2100 (combining SSPs and RCPs) and to assess uncertainties due to scenario interpretation. Quantifying the effect of deep uncertainties represented by the socio-economic scenarios (and underlying the cropland futures F1-F5) on future LULCC results in a range of 970-2280 Mha for future cropland by 2100 (Figure 6, solid lines). The here simulated cropland range is slightly lower than the preliminary cropland estimates of 1430-2810 Mha cropland by 2100 for the five SSPs (SSP-Database, 2015), but is within the range of simulated cropland (930-2670 Mha by 2100) presented in recent model inter-comparison studies (Alexander et al., 2016; Prestele et al., 2016). The lower end of the here projected range is simulated for F1 and can be related to low population growth, as well as environmentally conscious behaviour and subsequently relatively low levels of consumption of animal products in this scenario. Further, strong technological change in this scenario contributes to a strong simulated increase in global average yield, from 3.1 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2000 to 5.4 ± 0.5 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2100 (Paper II).

*Figure 6*: Panel a: cropland development from 2000 to 2100 for the five cropland futures F1-F5 (solid line: mean, range with dashed lines: ± 2 standard deviations). Panel b: Probability density functions fitted to all runs for each scenario in 2100, solid lines are runs with sampling yield variations due to GCM patterns and the scenario matrix and dashed lines are runs where the mean yield was used.
Increasing global average yield is critically dependent on implementation of current management practices and investments in infrastructure especially in developing countries as shown in Paper I, which is emphasised in F1 due to high equity and distribution of technologies. Yield developments in the simulations for Paper II are constrained by biophysical processes implemented in the global vegetation model. Compared to other global crop models the simulated potential yields are at the higher end of estimates (Rosenzweig et al., 2014).

By contrast to F1, F3 is characterised by strong population growth (12.1 billion people in 2100), a resource-intensive lifestyle, as well as low technological change. The combination of the directions of these drivers results in continuous global cropland growth, reaching 2280 Mha in 2100. The three other scenarios, F2, F4 and F5, show similar, medium cropland development due to balancing dynamics of drivers like population growth, shifts in diets, and technological change. The uncertainties in scenario interpretation lead to strongly overlapping ranges of cropland in 2100 for especially F2, F4 and F5, and even some overlap with F1 (Figure 6, ± two standard deviations, ranges with dashed lines).

In a different analysis, which was part of a model inter-comparison exercise (Alexander et al., 2016), PLUM simulated cropland changes that are located in the middle of the range spanned by several LULCC models. In this case the cropland changes were simulated for the SRES (Special Emission Report Scenarios). The wide range of simulated LULCC is not only due to uncertainties in drivers represented in the scenarios, but also due to model uncertainty. Model uncertainty arises through incomplete understanding of the system represented in a model, as well as different implementations or selections of process to include in a model.

Paper II showed that considering the uncertainties in scenario inputs (i.e., time-series such as population, economic income and yield, as well as model parameters) is equally important as acknowledging deep uncertainties and model uncertainty. Further Paper II provided a streamlined set of quantifications of LULCC for the new scenarios of environmental change applying a novel SSP-RCP scenario matrix.
3.3 Impact of energy mitigation strategies on global land use and terrestrial carbon balance (Paper III)

Paper III aimed at exploring the impact of mitigation strategies in the energy sector on global LULCC. One further objective of Paper III was to explore the consequences of future LULCC for the carbon balance of the terrestrial biosphere. The introduction of mitigation strategies, mainly implemented by applying scenario-consistent levels of a global carbon tax, was found to be very effective in decreasing the future use of fossil fuels and consequently atmospheric carbon. The high damage factor and thus high anticipated damages due to climate change in combination with strong mitigation strategies in SSP4 were especially effective, reducing atmospheric carbon from levels comparable with RCP6.0 in the reference scenario to RCP2.6 in the mitigation scenario. The mitigation-induced reduction in climate change had varying impacts on global average yields (Figure 7, panel a, yellow bars). Generally, the impact of increased bioenergy production in the mitigation scenarios (Figure 7, panel b, blue bars) contributed predominantly to the difference in global cropland area between the mitigation and reference scenarios. For SSP1, SSP2, SSP3 and SSP4 global cropland expansion from 2000-2100 was 12%, 42%, 19% and 54% respectively larger in the mitigation scenarios compared to the reference scenarios. The simulated increase in cropland area for bioenergy production in the mitigation scenarios in Paper III (from 54 Mha in 2000 to 603-1115 Mha by 2100 for SSP1-SSP4) compares to 230-3590 Mha simulated bioenergy driven LULCC by a range of models and studies summarised in Haberl et al. (2010).

Simulated global cropland was observed to continuously expand for SSP2 mitigation and SSP4 mitigation, as well as SSP3 reference and mitigation (see Paper III). The strong cropland changes in SSP3 arriving at around 4000 Mha by 2100 are not solely driven by bioenergy production (430 and 730 Mha cropland for bioenergy in reference and mitigation scenario in 2100), but also strongly driven by population growth, resource-intensive lifestyles as well as low technological change. However, even if bioenergy would be not considered, the simulated cropland changes in Paper III for SSP3 are considerably larger than in Paper II (2180-2380 Mha in 2100). There are three main reasons for this difference, two related to conceptual uncertainties and one related to interaction effects for simulated yields, as described below.

In Paper II, in SSP3 demand was not actually met, potentially leading to food insecurity.
Conceptually it is difficult to know how trade would contribute to a global underproduction in a regionalised scenario such as SSP3. However, consistent with the main assumption of free global trade, in Paper III it was assumed that exporting countries would increase their production more rapidly if needed and thus demand was always fulfilled. The second conceptual change in Paper III was that PLUM simulated the intensification of the life-stock sector and thereby increased total cereal demand. Higher, and actually fulfilled demand, was combined with lower simulated average global yields in Paper III (3.2 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2100) compared to Paper II (4.1 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2100), leading to the larger simulated cropland expansion in Paper III. In Paper III, the distribution of RCPs conditional to SSP3 (based on simulation of concentration pathways with the climate-economy model) is very much centred around RCP6.0, while in Paper II the distribution (based on expert judgement) is wider, with larger influence of both RCP4.5 and RCP2.6. The difference in climate-driven yield time-series as input to PLUM accounted for 0.4 t ha\(^{-1}\) of the difference, while the remaining difference of 0.5 t ha\(^{-1}\) is due to expansion into less productive land, as well as climate-change induced damage on economic growth and reduced investments in agricultural management in Paper III.

Overall, the expansion of cropland into natural vegetation leads to losses of terrestrial carbon (Pugh et al., 2015; Shevliakova et al., 2009). The simulated LULCC in Paper III decreased the carbon pool in the terrestrial biosphere for all scenarios, but this effect was countered by increased uptake of carbon in the biosphere due to climate change driven CO\(_2\) fertilization and longer growing seasons (Ahlström et al., 2012; Schimel et al., 2015), especially for scenarios with simulated strong climate change, such as SSP5 and SSP2 reference (Figure 8).
However, the loss of carbon due to the extreme cropland expansion in SSP3 was too large to be buffered by other effects, and led to a simulated net decrease of carbon in the biosphere (Figure 8, red lines). Even for SSP4 mitigation (Figure 8, green dashed line) the terrestrial biosphere becomes a carbon sink in the second half of the 21st century. For SSP3, the larger loss in SSP mitigation compared to SSP reference is due to decreased carbon uptake due to mitigation-induced reduced climate change. However, uncertainties in simulations due to model uncertainty in GCMs are larger than the difference simulated with the different RCPs (Ahlström et al., 2013) and should be acknowledged. Paper III demonstrated how cropland area could expand under mitigation through a global carbon tax on fossil fuels. Furthermore, Paper III showed that extreme cropland expansion could turn the terrestrial biosphere from a carbon sink into a carbon source.

3.4 Food supply and bioenergy production within the planetary boundary of global cropland (Paper IV)

Paper IV aims at identifying parameterisations that can achieve food security within the planetary boundary of global cropland change while also contributing to climate change mitigation. Providing adequate food supply for the total population in 2050 under current socio-economic trends (i.e. medium population and economic growth, continued shift towards diets rich in animal-products) within the
cropland planetary boundary (2010 Mha, indicated by the black dashed line in Figure 9) was shown to be only possible with 12 of the 120 000 simulations (Figure 9, yellow lines). These simulations commonly have strong yield increases, from 3.1 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2000 to 4.9-5.2 t ha\(^{-1}\) in 2050. The Food-Cropland parameterisation with high levels of conservation of natural vegetation at country-level (FC-highNV) has the strongest simulated yield increase, which can only be achieved with the rapid expansion of high-productive agricultural management strategies.

The strong intensification in FC-highNV could have large negative environmental consequences, such as water degradation, increased energy use and widespread pollution (Foley et al., 2011). However, the slightly stronger yield growth in FC-highNV compared to the Food-Cropland parameterisation low levels of conservation of natural vegetation at country-level (FC-lowNV) enables the protection of natural vegetation in all countries. Protecting ecosystems is important for biodiversity and related ecosystem services (Phalan et al., 2011).

The simulations suggested that within the cropland planetary boundary it is not possible to meet the food demand and to produce bioenergy that contributes considerably to climate change mitigation by 2050. However, considerable uncertainties with respect to the formulation of the bioenergy target exist.

Figure 9: Global cropland for runs that meet the food-supply target (blue lines), runs that additionally also are below the planetary boundary for cropland (yellow lines, planetary boundary for cropland illustrated by the black dashed line). The red line indicates the run that achieves the food-supply and bioenergy-mitigation target, but is not within the cropland planetary boundary (Food-Bioenergy-highNaturalVegetation, FB-highNV). The grey shaded area indicates the range spanned by all runs.
In Paper IV it was assumed that first generation energy crops would contribute with 9EJ to the total bioenergy of 125 EJ by 2050. For example, an assumed smaller contribution of first generation energy crops on total bioenergy production would have reduced simulated cropland for bioenergy production.

Systematic changes, such as the large-scale transition towards less resource-intensive diets (e.g. substitution of meat and milk with vegetable protein sources, not implemented in PLUM) or decreasing food waste are desirable alternative strategies to meet the normative targets, but require well-implemented policies and a willingness in societies to change behaviour. Paper IV showed that producing bioenergy that contributes significantly to climate change mitigation, as well as ensuring food security within the planetary boundary of global land-use change is not possible under current socio-economic trends.

3.5 Supply and demand balances in Sahel for climate and socio-economic pathways (Paper V)

The objectives in Paper V were to study the impact of socio-economic and climate change on the supply and demand balance of vegetation in the Sahel region. For the majority of the simulated scenarios, NPP demand outstrips regional NPP supply from the second half of the 21st century (Figure 10, indicated by yellow to red colours). The SSP4 scenarios are the only scenarios where demand can be met with regional NPP supply throughout the simulation period. However, it needs to be kept in mind that the simulated demand does not necessarily meet the food requirements that would be sufficient to improve food security. Achieving food security requires, next to sufficient food supply, the distribution of, and access to food, by all people (Pinstrup-Andersen, 2009). For SSP4, a scenario characterised by high inter-country and within countries inequalities, as well as low economic growth for low income countries (LICs), food security does not improve for the majority of the population in the Sahel throughout the simulated period.

According to the modelling exercise, the earliest regional NPP shortfall occurs at the beginning of the 2030s for SSP5-RCP4.5. In this scenario strong economic growth coupled with the transition towards resource-intensive diets within the entire population, is combined with relatively low climate forcing and thus slightly lower yield improvements, compared with high emission pathways (RCP6.0 and RCP8.5). The impacts of the different climate scenarios (RCP4.5-RCP8.5) on vegetation growth explain the simulated range of shortages of 90 to 230 Tg dry-weight yr⁻¹ for the SSP2-RCP scenarios by 2050.
Generally, scenarios can be divided into two groups. Scenarios in the first group are characterised by peaking and declining population development, moderate to strong increases in consumption, as well as strong technological change and thus strong yield increase (SSP1 and SSP5 scenarios). These scenarios show an increase in NPP shortage at first, but thereafter a slight decline in NPP shortage during the last decade of the simulation period. By contrast, for scenarios with stronger population growth (SSP2 and SSP4, compared to SSP1 and SSP5), NPP shortages continuously increase throughout the simulation period (second group).

The importance of increasing yields, particular in developing countries with low initial yields, was emphasised by previous studies (Verburg et al., 2013) and is confirmed by the results here. Additionally, as the food supply in the Sahel region cannot be met in scenarios with increasing per capita food consumption, the role of trade with countries outside of the Sahel region will have to become more important in the future. However, increasing global trade will be challenging for scenarios such as the regionalised SSP3 and considerable risks for food security exists in these scenarios. Paper V demonstrated how different socio-economic development as well as different climate scenarios affect the balance of vegetation supply and demand in the Sahel region within the next decades.
4. Conclusion and outlook

The main objectives of the thesis were to develop a parsimonious model that could reproduce global agricultural change and to assess uncertainties in future LULCC applying scenarios and the developed model. PLUM successfully replicates observed changes of consumption, production and agricultural land-use at the global scale, but is limited with respect to country-level reproduction of observations. Incorporating biophysical limitations to yield growth into the socio-economic land-use model was important in order to increase confidence and decrease uncertainties in projected yield growth. Nevertheless, the simulations of future cropland area are still crucially dependent on how global yields respond to technological change. Different assumptions for the development of technological change across the scenarios contribute the most to the wide range of yield projections. The comparison of global average yield simulated in Paper II and Paper III showed that uncertainty related to the level of materialising climate change also contributes to the uncertainties in global average crop yield projections. By contrast, the impacts of spatial variability in climate patterns (due to different characteristics of the GCMs) on yield projections were found to be comparatively small.

Generally, uncertainties in the relationship of technological change and yield development contribute the most to uncertainties in the simulated cropland changes. Other important sources of uncertainties are population development, consumption patterns and land degradation. Without systematic changes in population as well as economic and dietary developments, ensuring world-wide adequate food supply without transgressing the global planetary boundary of land use change will require continued yield growth. The importance of increasing yields particularly in developing countries was highlighted by Paper I, Paper IV and Paper V. Additionally, the assessment of regional supply and demand in the Sahel showed that next to yield increases, all countries will need to participate in global trade in order to meet future food supply in resource-intensive scenarios.

Accounting for deep uncertainties represented by socio-economic scenarios and uncertainties arising from scenario interpretation results in a wide range of simulated cropland area. However, the uncertainty arising from process representation in PLUM has been shown to be important as well. For instance, fully considered global trade within a regionalised scenario was shown to result in
considerable higher cropland projections compared to a regionalised scenario where global trade is restricted. However, the simulations that lead to considerably higher cropland expansion also consider bioenergy production as an additional driver of LULCC, which forced cropland expansion into areas of lower productive potential (indirect LULCC). Simulations of extreme cropland expansion, driven by high population growth, high resource-intensity, low technological change and high bioenergy demand, can potentially turn the terrestrial carbon pool from a carbon sink into a carbon source. This would accelerate climate change considerably, as the terrestrial biosphere currently removes approximately 30% of the anthropogenic CO₂ emissions from the atmosphere.

In order to quantify impacts of LULCC on other aspects of the environment, e.g. atmospheric and aquatic pollution, further model development should be carried out in future research. This should include the representation of the demand for grassland from livestock farming, as well as the implementation of a larger variety of food commodities and bioenergy feedstocks. These model improvements would allow for a more dynamic simulation of grassland (as opposed to the current residual treatment of grassland) and allow for the projection of alternative and potentially more sustainable and healthy food supply patterns and more diversified bioenergy potentials.

Despite the suggested possible areas of model development it is important to keep the purpose of the here presented modelling approach in mind, which was to develop a parsimonious model. The model should be able to reproduce past global agricultural LULCC and to explore the impacts and uncertainties of changes in major drivers. While increasing model complexity might be useful to find a larger number of alternative pathways to future cropland, the model in its current state is well-suited to explore and communicate the uncertainties in underlying key drivers and processes of the land system for future land use outcomes.
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